
Abstract

EDS spectral imaging data acquisitions are very useful because they provide spatial distribution information about the elements and
phases present with the sample. The quality of the interpretation of the data may depend upon the volume of x-rays contained within
the data set. The best termination criterion for acquisitions depends not on simply the number of frames but on the number of x-rays
within a pixel spectrum. Therefore the input count rate, the beam current, and the pixel dwell time are of less importance than the
average spectral counts per pixel. This note shows the results and interpretation possible with varying amounts of data.

Background

When using a temporal termination criterion for mapping acquisitions, the number of x-rays can vary significantly from analysis to
analysis. On one day the input x-ray count rate (ICR) could be 10k cps and on another it could be 100k cps. If the same number of
frames is acquired, one data set will have 10x more x-rays than the other. This leads to situations where (1) one data set has too
many x-rays and was time wasteful, or (2) one data set has too few x-rays and is useless for proper interpretation. A similar problem
is encountered if the pixel dwell time is varied at the same ICR: different data sets will have different amounts of data and will be
difficult to compare.

A much better termination metric is by statistics. The volume of data will then be independent of the acquisition conditions but can
be directly compared. For instance, the user could select a termination criterion of 500 x-ray counts per pixel (cpp). The first analysis
could use an ICR of 100k cps at a pixel dwell time of 100µs and the software would adjust the number of frames accordingly. A
second analysis could use an ICR of 47k cps at a dwell time of 75µs and the software would also adjust the number of frames
accordingly. Both analyses will have the same amount of data providing the same confidence in the interpretation without any wasted
acquisition time.

As with all mapping display acquisitions, the selection of the value of the termination criterion is best chosen by experimentation.
The EDAX TEAM™software has 3 different statistical settings available to the user: Quick is 300 cpp, Standard is 600 cpp, and
High is 1000 cpp. Quick is used for initial experiments and many simple phase mixtures containing significant (non-trace) elemental
compositions. Standard is a good setting for a vast majority of traditional samples as a balance between time and statistics. High is
used for extreme statistics especially when analyzing materials containing trace elemental compositions that require extreme statistics
for detection or quantification.

Results

Spectral imaging acquisitions were performed for 256x200 pixel scans with 200µs dwell time. The electronics setting was constant
at 1µs while the ICR (and resultant dead time) and termination criterion were varied and compared.

ICR

The ICR was varied from 50k cps to 500k cps but used the same Quick termination criterion. The TEAM™ software automatically
adjusted the number of scanned frames to collect to arrive at the designated quantity of x-ray data. An overlay of the elemental maps
of Si, Mn, and Cu on the electron image is shown. 
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All of the elemental maps have the same appearance because they all contain the same number of x-rays, within statistical uncertainty.
The major difference between the figures is the acquisition times for each. The lowest ICR map collected for ~9 minutes while the
highest ICR map collected for less than 1 minute. With no discernible difference in the quality of the maps, there is no reason (outside
of beam damage to the sample) that high ICR acquisitions should not be performed. The short acquisition times permit more
acquisitions to be performed and less time spent on the SEM.

Termination

The termination criterion was changed from Quick, to Standard, to High for the acquisitions at 200k cps. The TEAM™ software
automatically changed the acquisition time accordingly from ~ 2 minutes to ~4 minutes to ~6 minutes.

As the quality of the termination criterion is increased, the quality of the maps as indicated by the reduction in the noise in the maps
decreases. It is also found, although not evident in this sample, that minor elemental composition phases become more pronounced
with the increased spectral counts. The analyst should determine which level of termination is required for the map analysis to be
performed. Too little data will not provide the confidence in interpreting the data correctly and too much data will just waste
acquisition time on the SEM that could be used for better purposes.

Conclusion

Spectral imaging data sets should be acquired with a termination criterion that provides a statistics level suitable for correct
interpretation of the data. The highest ICR at the preferred spectral resolution should be used to optimize the time of the analyst.

TEAM™ software provides all of the tools to acquire consistent data sets in the shortest time for the highest quality interpretation
for the analyst. 
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50k cps for ~9 minutes 100k cps for ~4 minutes 200k cps for ~2 minutes 500k cps for ~1 minute

Quick (200k cpp) for ~2 minutes Standard (400 cpp) for ~4 minutes High (600 cpp) for ~6 minutes
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